Darkness within darkness.
The gateway to all understanding.  Tao 1

Academic Research
Social Networks
&
15 Strategy Tools
What do we want/need to begin our research?

Articles

Where?
Tool #1: Libraries

Library Databases:
Public access / library card
Cloud computing
From home
For example:
The Kansas City, MO Public Library
Example of a free public library database: (with library card number)

Proquest Research Database
http://www.kclibrary.org/?q=databases

Search = greensburg kansas tornado

Keep it simple
The list is certainly growing. Now limit to specific publication types or topics.
Set up an email alert and you will get notifications on updates for the exact search “greensburg kansas tornado”
Tool #2: RSS
Results – powered by ProQuest® Smart Search

Suggested Topics About

- Tomatoes AND Greensburg Kansas (location)
- Greensburg Kansas (location)
- Greensburg Kansas (location) AND Disaster recovery
- Greensburg Kansas (location) AND Storm damage
- Greensburg Kansas (location) AND Towns
- Greensburg Kansas (location) AND Green buildings
- Greensburg Kansas (location) AND Architecture
- Kansas (location) AND Tomatoes

362 documents found for: greensburg kansas tornado

1. Green shoots of recovery: Greensburg in Kansas, by Keenan [Eire Region]
   Abstract | Full text

2. Greensburg Kansas Hair Salon Re-Opens 3 Years After Mortgage
   Abstract | Full text

3. Reborn green
   Citation

4. Sustainable living
   Citation

5. Devastated Kansas Town Receives New Green Beginnings
   Abstract | Full text | Full Text - PDF (371 K)

Your RSS feed has been created


Feed Name: ProQuest: greensburg kansas tornado
Search Details: greensburg kansas tornado
Database: Multiple databases...
Look for terms in: Citation and abstract
Publication type: All publication types
Feed expires if unused for 3 months
Expiration:

Changed your mind? Delete this feed
ProQuest: greensburg kansas tornado

ProQuest documents for greensburg kansas tornado

In Process

Your RSS feed is being processed and will be available shortly.

View ProQuest search results

Follow the link to view results for your search in ProQuest.

Google offers two different ways to keep up-to-date with your favorite sites:

**Your Google homepage** brings together Google functionality and content from across the web, on a single page.

**Google Reader** makes it easy to keep up with the latest content from a large number of sites, all on a single reading list.

© 2010 Google - Help
Tool #3: iGoogle
(as an RSS reader)

Google.com
... more
... more (again)
... more (again)

iGoogle
Tool #1 = Library databases
updated by social networks
Tool #2 = RSS feeds
read with RSS readers
Tool #3 = iGoogle
RSS reader & research page
Tool #4 = Twitter & research strategies
Tool # 4

Twitter for research

http://twitter.com

Subscribe and begin to collect the people and sites you would like to know more about.
Twitter Follow

Twitter has so many features that I must separate the ones I use daily from the lot.
RT @tomshepp: RT @rww Another Major University Enrolls in Microsoft's Cloud - ReadWriteCloud http://rww.tw/clnJ34 edtech This looks int ...

3:28 PM Jul 29th via web

Check out this SlideShare presentation: Web 0 & Academic Research & 15 Tools http://slidesha.re/bCSRlB

3:24 PM Jul 29th via web


2:18 PM Jul 28th via web

RT @ManitouHeights Are you 7 characters short of helping people find your information? http://bit.ly/dlaEMV

2:10 PM Jul 28th via web
Start close to home and build a local community

For example
KU College: Поздравляем CREES с 50-летием! (Congrats to the Center for Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies on 50 years at KU) http://clas.ku.edu
11:08 AM Jul 28th via HootSuite
Retweeted by KUNews

Two leading scientists join KU Cancer Center in key leadership roles: http://ow.ly/2hi1q
11:24 AM Jul 27th via HootSuite
Retweeted by KUNews and 2 others

KU Law School: Best of luck to all of our alumni taking the bar exam tomorrow. Get some rest tonight. You've got this!
1:04 PM Jul 26th via HootSuite
Retweeted by KUNews and 2 others

#KU grad and #Ford CEO Alan Mulally talks about how his time on campus helps him lead one of world's largest companies: http://ow.ly/2fNG1
2:26 PM Jul 23rd via HootSuite

#KU grad and #Ford CEO Alan Mulally talks about how his time on campus helps him lead one of world's largest companies: http://ow.ly/2fNwV
2:26 PM Jul 23rd via HootSuite
July 19, 2010
Contact: Karen Henry, Life Span Institute, (785) 864-0756

Autism has unique vocal signature, new technology reveals

LAWRENCE — A new automated vocal analysis technology could fundamentally change the study of language development as well as the screening for autism spectrum disorders and language delay, reports a study in the July 19 online Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

The LENA (Language Environment Analysis) system automatically labeled infant and child vocalizations from recordings and thereafter an automatic acoustic analysis designed by the researchers showed that pre-verbal vocalizations of very young children with autism are distinctly different from those of typically developing children with 86 percent accuracy.

The system also differentiated typically developing children and children with autism from children with language delay based on the automated vocal analysis.

The researchers analyzed 1,486 all-day recordings from 232 children (or more than 3.1 million automatically identified child utterances) through an algorithm based on the 12 acoustic parameters associated with vocal development. The most important of these parameters proved to be the ones targeting syllabification, the ability of children to produce well-formed syllables with rapid movements of the jaw and tongue during vocalization. Infants show voluntary control of syllabification and voice in the first months of life and refine this skill as they acquire language.

The autistic sample showed little evidence of development on the parameters as compared to typically developing children.
Blogs, of course

Use the tools within the blogging software to enhance and update information
KU scientist: technology for autism research

Of interest to our Edwards Campus SPED students!

What Automated Vocal Analysis Reveals About the Vocal Production and Language Learning Environment of Young Children with Autism Steven F. Warren⁴, lead author of study published online and linked to here>> Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders (Nov. 11)

Abstract
The study compared the vocal production and language learning environments of 26 young children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) to 78 typically developing children using measures derived from automated vocal analysis. A digital language processor and audio-processing algorithms measured the amount of adult words to children and the amount of vocalizations they produced during 12-h recording periods in
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Overland Park, KS 66213
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Blog
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Lissa Lord llord@ku.edu
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Post to our blog the info found at KU News Twitter
What Automated Vocal Analysis Reveals About the Vocal Production and Language Learning Environment of Young Children with Autism

Steven F. Warren · Jill Gilkerson · Jeffrey A. Richards · D. Kimbrough Oller · Dongxin Xu · Umit Yapanel · Sharmistha Gray

© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2009

Abstract The study compared the vocal production and language learning environments of 26 young children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) to 78 typically developing children using measures derived from automated vocal analysis. A digital language processor and audio-processing algorithms measured the amount of adult words to children and the amount of vocalizations they produced during 12-h recording periods in their natural environments. The results indicated significant differences between typically developing children and children with ASD in the characteristics of conversations, the number of conversational turns, and in child vocalizations that correlated with parent measures of various child characteristics. Automated measurement of the language learning environment would be a valuable supplement to language assessment interviews and measures of vocalization.

Introduction

Evidence of the role that adult input plays in child language development has been accumulating over several decades (Bruner 1981; Chapman 2000; Gallaway and Richards 1994; Hart and Risley 1995; Huttenlocher et al. 1991; Rowe 2008). It has been widely observed that from birth onward children are exposed to a large amount of language on a daily basis. Furthermore, the millions of words and sentences that children experience are not just undifferentiated noise. Much of this natural curriculum is specifically adjusted and fine-tuned to the child’s language level (Baumwell et al. 1997; Briner 1981; Chapman 2000; Hart and Risley 1999; Sokolov 1993). Adults naturally utilize a
I searched for a free copy of the SpringerLink article and found it. . .but why was it free? More research took me here: the author is associated with this foundation and full text was here—a citable site with more excellent resources to use.
Feed your blog to twitter, facebook and more...

Currently feeding

1 6 0 3 4 4 8

feeds to twitter and facebook, yum!

Getting Started
Getting setup is easy and takes just minutes!

1. Create My Account
2. Add My Feeds
3. Track My Feeds

Sign In
Email Address
Password

Register Now
5:26 PM Jul 27th via twitter feed
From KU News I posted the story on our blog. Twitter Feed sent the summary to our Twitter site.
Tool #1 = Library databases
updated by social networks

Tool #2 = RSS feeds
read with RSS readers

Tool #3 = iGoogle
RSS reader & research page

Tool #4 = Twitter & research strategies

Tool #5 = Blogs & research strategies
& Twitter Feed

Tool #6 = Google Scholar strategies
Google Scholar: Preferences & Advance Search & Search Alerts & RSS feeds
Google Scholar Advanced Scholar Search

Find articles with all of the words
with the exact phrase
with at least one of the words
without the words
where my words occur

Site:.edu

Find articles with all of the words
with the exact phrase
with at least one of the words
without the words
where my words occur

Limit by date

Author
Return articles written by

Publication
Return articles published in

e.g., J Biol Chem or Nature

Date
Return articles published between

2007 — 2011

e.g., 1996

Collections
Articles and patents

Search articles in all subject areas (include patents).

Search only articles in the following subject areas:

- Biology, Life Sciences, and Environmental Science
- Medicine, Pharmacology, and Veterinary Science
- Business, Administration, Finance, and Economics
- Physics, Astronomy, and Planetary Science
- Chemistry and Materials Science
- Social Sciences, Arts, and Humanities
- Engineering, Computer Science, and Mathematics

Legal opinions and journals

Search all legal opinions and journals.
Lots of good results but are they “scholarly?”

Add site:.edu to your search

Better Search:
greensburg kansas rebuild* OR recover* AND site:.edu
This is to connect your search results with a library collection. Look for your library here. Also, add Blue Skyways and Worldcat.org.
Search Blogs

Tool #7: Google Blog Search
Use of Technologies by Early Career Researchers - Digital & Scholarly
31 Jul 2010 by Adrian K. Ho
Refraining from blocking Web 2.0 tools that have legitimate academic use; Providing training in the use of complex tools at the right place, time and level; Compiling a research toolkit, listing available tools and those supported by ... Digital & Scholarly - https://www.lib.uwo.ca/blogs/digitalscholarly/

Scholarly Electronic Publishing Weblog » Blog Archive » Scholarly ...
30 Jul 2010 by Charles
greensburg kansas site:.edu

About 46 results (0.18 seconds)

Related blogs about greensburg kansas site:.edu

The News Corner
Greensburg, Kansas was hit the hardest. According to the Red Cross, about 90 percent of the town was destroyed or ...
blog.lib.umn.edu/ande8031/3101news/

News summaries for Jour3101
... and almost all landmarks and business were totally leveled in Greensburg, Kansas. ...
blog.lib.umn.edu/died0046/3101news/

Bump on a blog
At least eight people are dead after a tornado hit Greensburg, KS on Friday, reports The Washington Post. ...
blog.lib.umn.edu/fran0712/3101news/

Community Development Connection » Blog Archive » Live from ...
Jun 15, 2010 by laura.brown
This post is one of a series from the University of Wisconsin EALP & Leadership Academy trip to Greensburg, Kansas June 6-11, 2010 to study leadership and sustainability in disaster recovery. Greensburg was devastated ...
http://fyi.uwex.edu/crawfordcommunity/ references

Live From Greensburg, Kansas Day 1: Our Introduction
Jun 8, 2010 by laura.brown
Today members of the University of Wisconsin EALP Leadership Academy Team and several of us from the UW Extension Sustainability Team pulled into Greensburg, Kansas—our home and
Email Alerts

Google Alert Created
Your Google Alert request [ greensburg kansas site:.edu ] has been created and a verification email has been sent to llord@ku.edu.

You will not receive Google Alerts on this topic until you click the link in the verification email and confirm your request.

Return to the Google Alerts home page to create more alerts.

Manage your alerts - Google Alerts Help - Terms of Use - Privacy Policy - Google Home

© 2010 Google

Email alerts on most databases, journals and search services.
There is the “search gadget” from my google blog search. It will update automatically to this iGoogle homepage.
Best Search of all:
greensburg kansas
(rebuild* OR recover*)
site:.edu
WorldCat.org

Finding the books & the articles & even more
Tool #8

Find items in libraries near you
1.5 billion items available here through a library

Everything Books DVDs CDs Articles

Search everything

Advanced search | Find a Library

WorldCat connects you to the collections and services of more than 10,000 libraries worldwide

Put WorldCat on your mobile phone
Go to www.worldcat.org/m/ to find and search libraries on the mobile Web

RedLaser app for iPhone now includes library listings from WorldCat.org
Download RedLaser from the iTunes App Store (Currently available in U.S.)

Search for:
Articles
Books
Media

Web 2.0:
Apps
Twitter

Browse WorldCat Genres (beta): New from WorldCat Labs and OCLC Research. Dozens of genres represent characters, locations, and more ranked by popularity in the world's libraries.

Create lists
Create lists of library items you'd like to keep track of or share with others.

Build a bibliography
Get citations of library materials in five common styles, and export them to a variety of formats.
Advanced Search

Enter search terms in at least one of the fields below

Keyword: greensburg kansas tomdao
Title: 
Author: 

Limit results by (optional)

Year:
Return only items published from
e.g. 1971 to: 2011 e.g. 1977

Audience:
Return only items for the audience
Not juvenile

Content:
Return only items with the content
Thesis/dissertation

Format:
Return only items in the format
All Formats

Language:
Return only items in the language
English

Search
1. Federal disaster mental health response and compliance with best practices
   by Jody May McIntyre
   Language: English
   Publisher: Manhattan, Kan. : Kansas State University, 2009.

2. Out of disaster: the role of architecture in disaster recovery
   by Susan Leigh Strick
   Language: English
   Publisher: Cincinnati, Ohio : University of Cincinnati, 2008.

3. Greensburg, Kansas: rebuilding a green town
   by Anna Bromberg
   Language: English
   Publisher: ©2009.

4. There's no place like home: place attachment among the elderly in Greensburg, Kansas
   by Matthew R Cartledge
   Language: English
   Publisher: Manhattan, Kan. : Kansas State University, 2010.

5. Simulating rural Emergency Medical Services during mass casualty disasters
   by Kendra Sullivan
   Language: English
Tool #1 = Library databases updated by social networks
Tool #2 = RSS feeds
Tool #3 = iGoogle / RSS reader & research page
Tool #4 = Twitter & research strategies
Tool #5 = Blogs & research strategies & Twitter Feed
Tool #6 = Google Scholar strategies
Tool #7 = Google Blog Search strategies
Tool #8 = WorldCat library catalog
Tool #9 = Citation made easy with bibme.org
Tool #10 = Twitter’s amazing search tools
Citations

Keep all citations used in Word
AND
Use EndNote if provided by your school
AND
Free citation software online?

How do I know this is true? (54)
Tool #9
References


APA formatting by BibMe.org.
Revisiting Twitter & Research Tools & Strategy
Searching Twitter

Topsy.com
Collecta.com
Crowdeye.com

# searching
Research tools built into nearly all Web 2.0 sites.
Fembot -- The Proposal

Fembot is a new concept for multimodal publishing on gender media, and technology. Fembot refers to three overlapping entities: 1. A collective of scholars, organized as an institute, who will share responsibility for the construction and implementation of a Fembot website, which will provide a platform for collaboration, publication, and distribution; decisions regarding its governance [...]
Twitter Hash # Marks

Hash Marks indicate a topic to which people attach their comments and links
Join group discussions:

Search twitter

Examples: #SIDLIT
#Autism
#greensburg
Real-time results for #SIDLIT

LibraryKUEC  Don't forget Thursday's 3:30 session: Research Networks & 15 Tools / Lissa Lord/ RC 101C (including how to get to sidlit ;-) 9 minutos ago via web

JCCCTweet  RT @jpbacon: Opening #SIDLIT session at JCCC to be Digital Nation http://to.pbs.org/bpQoFr panel discussion. View special ahead of time. about 1 hour ago via TweetDeck

HiJCCC  Opening #SIDLIT session to be Digital Nation http://to.pbs.org/bpQoFr panel discussion. View the Special ahead of time. about 6 hours ago via TweetDeck

SIDLIT  Opening #SIDLIT session to be Digital Nation http://to.pbs.org/bpQoFr panel discussion. View the Special ahead of time. about 6 hours ago via TweetDeck

jpbacon  Opening #SIDLIT session to be Digital Nation http://to.pbs.org/bpQoFr panel discussion. View the Special ahead of time.
MultiMedia Sites: Research Worthy
Congratulations Jamie Oliver – 2010 TED Prize Winner

Jamie Oliver’s Wish

“I wish for your help to create a strong, sustainable movement to educate every child about food, inspire families to cook again and empower people everywhere to fight obesity.”

The Plan

Set up an organization to create a popular movement that will inspire people to eat. The movement will do this by establishing a network of community kitchens travelling food theater that will teach kids practical food and cooking skills in an provide basic training for parents and professionals; and bringing millions of people an online community to drive the fight against obesity. The grassroots movement challenge corporate America to support meaningful programs that will change the way we think about food.

The Needs

- Help to establish the organization, with funding, office space and facilities
- Find partners to equip and run the community kitchens, and food suppliers to provide the fresh ingredients.

Ted.com is the place for information providers to go if they are looking for presentations by creative folk talking about the work they are passionate about. This fascinating site covers an array of topics that we could use for our own edification, to share at staff retreats, classes. I wanted to find a multimedia resource that relates in some way to the recovery of Greensburg. I found Jamie Oliver. The world of rural Greensburg, Kansas is certainly open for Mr. Oliver’s insight on food education.
MIT Open CourseWare (OCW) is a web-based publication of virtually all MIT course content. OCW is open and available to the world.

Get Started with OCW

VIEW ALL 2000 COURSES
Most Visited Courses
Editor's Picks
One site with all the Tools
Welcome to the Centre for Learning and Performance Technologies (C4LPT). I am Jane Hart, the Founder and CEO.

At this website we provide details of our consultancy services - as well as the free resources about new trends, technologies and tools. You can keep up to date with what’s new in this area, by reading my Pick of the Day blog as well as my Social Media for Working and Learning blog.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working Smarter</th>
<th>Social Learning Academy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We help businesses work smarter - where working=learning and learning=working.</td>
<td>Here you will find a range of resources and guides to help you understand about social technologies tools and trends, e.g.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of Learning in the Workplace today looks at the changes impacting L&amp;D</td>
<td>Tools Directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMARTER Working Consultancy Services</td>
<td>Top Tools for Learning 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For help in moving your organisation forward</td>
<td>Learning Showcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Selected Readings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Articles and Presentations by Jane Hart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Find out more about social media and its use in both formal and informal learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online resources as well as onsite and public workshops, e.g.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to social media for learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Media for Workplace Learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Practical Guide to using Social Media in your Job

*Online version free, £10 for PDF*
Here are the latest updates for llord@ku.edu

"Jane's Pick of the Day" - 1 new article

1. The Top 100 Tools for Learning 2010 list is emerging
2. More Recent Articles
3. Search Jane's Pick of the Day

The Top 100 Tools for Learning 2010 list is emerging

Voting for this year's Top 100 Tools for Learning has been underway for just over a month. At the time of writing this blog there have been 277 entries, which means the list is off to a good start. And from the number of tweets, it appears this is becoming a popular resource for around the world. So here's just an update on the list so far.

The Top 5 tools are currently

1. Twitter
2. YouTube
3. Google Docs
4. Delicious
5. Slideshare

So, let's add our top 10 Tools for Learning 2010!
FINDING ELECTRONIC DISSERTATIONS
NDLTD UNION CATALOG

A collaborative effort of the NDLTD, OCLC, VTLS, and Scirus, the NDLTD Union Catalog contains more than one million records of electronic theses and dissertations. For students and researchers, the Union Catalog makes individual collections of NDLTD member institutions and consortia appear as one seamless digital library of ETDs. The NDLTD provides free resources to contribute your institution’s metadata - click to learn more about the Union Catalog project.

SEARCH and BROWSE ETDs

Two tools have been developed specifically to search and browse the NDLTD Union Catalog. Other valuable tools have been developed for searches focused on specific countries or regions. Select the tool below that meets your needs.

Search tools developed for the NDLTD Union Catalog

Scirus ETD Search

A comprehensive scientific research tool from Elsevier, Scirus ETD Search provides an advanced search that can narrow results to theses and dissertations as well as provide access to related scholarly resources.

VTLS Visualizer

This is a dynamic search and discovery platform with sophisticated functionality. You can sort by relevance, title, and date. In the current implementation, faceted searches are available by language, continent, country, date, format and source institution. Additional facets, such as subjects or departments, can be added if desired.
Out of Disaster: The Role of Architecture in Disaster Recovery

Authors: STRICK, SUSAN LEIGH
Date/Publisher: 2008 by University of Cincinnati / OhioLINK
Subjects: disaster | recovery | architecture | psychology | greensburg | kansas | tornado | art therapy

Description 1: Environmental disaster is a worldwide concern, as images of devastation, suffering, and death caused at the hands of Mother Nature appear in the headlines nearly daily. Millions of people are affected by disasters each year. While disasters cannot be stopped, the reaction to and recovery from devastation can be changed to better facilitate the survival and recovery process. This thesis seeks to understand the physical and psychological needs of disaster survivors, as well as personal identity.

Greensburg, Kansas: rebuilding a green town

Authors: Bromberg, Anna (Anna Miriam)
Date/Publisher: 2009 by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Language: English
Subjects: Urban Studies and Planning
Description 1: Thesis (M.C.P.)--Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dept. of Urban Studies and Planning, 2009
Description 2: Includes bibliographical references (p. 98-104)
Description 3: The tornado that hit Greensburg, Kansas, in May 2007, traveled...
Wonderful search engine for finding Theses & Dissertations

SCIRUS ETD Search

Search

greensburg kansas

ETDs  All of the scientific web

Found: 56 results
Sort by: relevance  date

Greensburg, Kansas: rebuilding a green town
Bromberg, Anna (Anna Miriam). Jan 2009
...104). The tornado that hit Greensburg, Kansas, in May 2007, traveled down...and economic decline. When Greensburg unexpectedly announced it would...strategy. This thesis examines Greensburg’s recovery with the hope of...

"Re-building Greensburg"
Klein, Melanie. Jan 2009
"Re-Building Greensburg" Citizens of Greensburg, Kansas say opportunity 1 emerged from tragedy when a May 2007...studio that provided design conceptualizations based upon Greensburg’s LTCP. All student designers addressed issues...

Embracing a new future toward sustainability in Greensburg, KS
Cassias, Casey. Jan 2009
...Sustainability I BNIM Architects GREENSBURG DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE Leading Kansas In Sustainability 1...sustainable rebuild of Greensburg Kansas. Season two is now being...Sustainability I BNIM Architects Greensburg School Leading Kansas In Sustainability 1...

Greensburg envisioned
...
Scirus.com
scientific journals but try it for your topic

Newspapers
http://newslink.org/

Good screen capture tool
http://jingproject.com

The Online Books Page
http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu

Project Gutenburg
www.ProjectGutenberg.org
“I’ve learned to follow the hunch but never assume where it will go.”

Even Williams

Tool #15 a good quote